
Tuesday 5th May 2020
L.O: To use capital letters and full 
stops. 

Today you will be learning about when 
we use capital letters and full stops. 



Capital Letters 
You should always use a capital letter:

⚫At the beginning of a sentence 

⚫For the pronoun ‘I’

⚫For proper nouns – names of actual or specific 
people, places, objects, films or book titles. 

For example: Theo, Mr Fenton, April, Monday, 
Italy, Declaration of Independence, ‘Frozen’. 



Capital Letters
Which letters should be capitalised?

⚫in july i am going to cornwall. 

In July I am going to Cornwall. 

⚫my favourite film is ‘despicable me’. 

My favourite film is ‘Despicable Me’. 

⚫ finlay is coming to my house next wednesday.

Finlay is coming to my house next Wednesday.

Remember: the start of every sentence, pronoun ‘I’ and 
name of anything specific needs a capital letter. 



Full Stop

Small but 
mighty 



Full Stop 
⚫Full stops are needed to split up sentences so 

that we know where to pause. 

⚫They are used when we have finished saying 
one thing and want to say something else.



Full Stop 
⚫We place full stops at the end of statements 

i.e. a sentence which tells you something. 

⚫For example:

Lara visited the zoo on Saturday.
⚫Nothing is being asked and there is no strong 

emotion so we use a full stop to show that 
the sentence is complete. 

Can you think of a sentence which would end 
with a full stop?



Your task: You will be given a range of sentences 
with capital letters and full stops missing. Re-write 
the sentence using capital letters and full stops 
correctly, but make sure you also include your finger 
spaces. 

the little boy was lost 

amy has to go to the shop

the tree has lots of branches 

in july it will be the summer holiday 

i want to be an astronaut when I grow up



Wednesday 6th May 2020
L.O: To write captions.

Today you will be writing captions 
for a picture from the video The 
Dream Giver.

The character you will be writing 
captions for today is the little boy 
in the video.



Include:
What the character is wearing,
What he looks like,

Where he is.

Don’t forget your capital 
letters and full stops that 
you learnt about yesterday 
and make sure to use your 
finger spaces. 



Here are some examples that I’ve 
written. 

The little boy has black hair. 
He is in a  forest. 
There is an orange butterfly in his 
hand. 



Thursday 7th May 2020
L.O: To write a character description. 

Today you will be writing sentences to form a character description about the 
little boy in the video. You will only be focusing on his appearance. 

Remember appearance is what the character looks like.
Make sure to include adjectives to describe his face, clothes, weight.

young  small hair

costume astronaut skinny 

pale smile scared  

Key words you 
could include



Here are two pictures of the little boy to help you. 
Remember your capital letters and full stops. Capital letters are used 
at the beginning of a sentence and also for names. Full stops go at the 
end of the sentence. Also remember your finger spaces between 
words! 

Here is an example to help you get started. 

There little boy has black hair. He has a tiny nose. He is 
wearing an astronaut costume. 

Try to challenge yourself by adding conjunctions such as 
and, or, but.  
For example: The little boy has black hair, and a small 
nose. He has on a white and orange costume, but no helmet. 


